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Short term power exercises increase physical fitness in middle aged adults.
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Abstract
The aging process starts around middle age, from all losses that are natural to the process the loss of muscle
power is an important one. It happens in part from the nervous system impairments and in part from the muscle
mass loss. This problem can be solved with the right kind of exercise. Objective, The objective of this study was
to determine the effects of short term power exercises in a middle aged group. Methods, Twenty two healthy
subjects from both genders were divided in two groups YG (up to 35) and MAG (up to 65). There were 8
sessions of exercise of 10 minutes each. Exercises were set in two different circuits with 5 exercises and 4
rounds of each that lasted 20 seconds of exercise with 10 seconds of rest. Subjects were oriented to do the
exercise as fasts as they could and the exercises were simple and base on ADLs. We evaluated body
composition, muscle and anaerobic power and total work produced, RPE and lactate of the training sessions.
Results, although there were no differences between the groups, MAG showed similar improvements as YG for
all variables measured. Conclusion, We can conclude that short term intense power exercises result in physical
fitness improvements even with few and short sessions.
Key words: High intensity exercises; Middle age; Physical fitness.
Introduction
Functional physical capacities are described, among others, as muscle resistance, agility, balance,
flexibility, motor coordination, strength and speed in a classical article [1].
These capacities reach their peak between the age of 20 or 30 years, with a plateau around the age of
40, when the beginning of the aging process starts [2]. From these capacities, strength and speed are between the
most studied in the literature, with the sum of them, muscle power, being among the ones who present an
important age related functional decrease [3]. Due to the decline of these capacities, some morphological
changes also can be noted, starting in the middle age and becoming more marked in the elderly, regarding
mainly muscle mass. These changes promote a loss of muscle volume of approximately 30%. Lower limbs are
the most affected, with a reduction of 20%, mainly in the medium third of the thigh, analyzed in a cross section
view. The end result of this progressive and natural loss observed during the aging process is called Sarcopenia
[4]. The European Sarcopenia Consensus, [5] first defined Sarcopenia as a physiological process of muscle mass
loss. The main factors that lead to Sarcopenia are hormonal decreases, metabolic and immunologic alterations,
associated to structural changes in the muscle fibers that aggravates when is combined with physical inactivity.
Dynapenia is also a phenomenon that is age related. It is regarded as a loss of muscle power with
several components involved, among them the loss of muscle mass, motor unit firing rates and selective decrease
in the number and size of type II muscle fibers [6]. Due to the muscle mass loss and metabolic rate decrease, the
aging individual present an increase in the fat depot, most of the times visible in the beginning of the aging
process, causing this individual to be more unstable which latter might lead to changes in the gait, especially in
older subjects. That is a concern since it’s directly associated with falls and all the problems that come from it
[7]. This process is marked in the elderly, but small changes that lead to all the consequences above start much
earlier and although it is a visible and predictable process, little attention is given to it, with the consequences
being almost a certain future from a slightly unbalanced middle age.
The aging process becomes more intense over 60 years of age [8], but there are losses of muscle mass
reported between 30 and 50% between 30 and 80 years. Cardiorespiratory fitness also declines in a non linear
manner and it accelerates its pace after 45 years, a lot earlier then old age as defined by the World health
organization [9]. Another interesting study that adds the social issue to the topic is the study, reports that in
middle aged women intense signs of muscle and function losses in the lower limbs can be noted as soon as 50
years, and that is associated with little exercise due to a busy lifestyle [10].
One well described strategy used to counteract the deleterious consequences of the aging process, at any
time point, is exercise. One study [11] conducted for 4 weeks with low volume high intensity exercises showed
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stated that older adults who engage in greater amounts of physical activity have more favorable body
composition and greater muscle strength when compared to sedentary individuals [12].
However, most of the exercise studies conducted with the middle age or aging population is either with
strength exercises or endurance exercises [13], probably because of its safety concerns, the same article still
states that there are very few studies with power or high intensity exercise to this population. Interestingly this is
a kind of exercise that could affect most of the changes that happen in the aging process.
An active lifestyle is associated with the well succeeded aging process. The American College of Sports
Medicine states [14] that 150 minutes of weekly moderate exercise means healthy benefits that can help in the
aging process. That recommendation is associated with longer periods, as the term lifestyle denotes. However,
there is no information in the literature about the least amount needed to generate benefits. Another question that
remains is if there is a relationship between the type of exercise and the resulting benefits?
So, the objective of this study was to evaluate the effects of high intensity exercise on physical fitness
aspects of aging adults.
Methods
All subjects read and signed an informed consent form, and all experimental procedures were approved
by the Research Ethical Committee of the São Judas Tadeu University, under the protocol number of CAAE
18504513.8.0000.0089. Subjects also presented a medical certificate that would verify their ability to perform
physical activities.
Experimental groups
22 subjects of both genders were divided in two experimental groups. The Young group (YG) was
composed of subjects of 30 to 35 years old, which represents the peak of functional capacity. The Midle age
group (MAG) was composed of subjects from 35 to 65 years old, (average age 45.55 years) which we considered
a representative sample of the beginning of the aging process. In a group with this age, most of the initial signs
of the aging process such as metabolic rate decrease with negative changes in body composition and muscle
power and agility losses are already present.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All subjects included could come to the university in the day and time of the training sessions and had a
medical consent to exercise. Subjects with labyrinthitis, uncontrolled blood pressure higher than 180mmHg,
substantial joint instability (i.e. non treated rupture of the anterior cruciat ligament) and non treated muscle
injuries were considered excluded from the study. After the beginning of the protocol, subjects that missed 3
consecutive sessions were also excluded.
Evaluation moments and Variables analyzed
All subjects were analyzed twice, in the Initial (I) moment and in the Final (F) moment, for the
following variables: body fat %, Anaerobic power (Wingate), total work produced (maximum number of
repetition) and muscular power (Isokinetic test).
Some evaluations were carried everyday during the protocol, before (Pre) and after (Post) the exercise
session, such as RPE from the BORG scale, the total number of maximum repetitions done in each exercise
station (in each of the 4 times that the subject would be in that station) and blood lactate concentration that was
analyzed Pre Training and Post Training in one exercise session of each circuit, in both moments, I and F.
Body composition evaluation
The following areas were measured: chest, waist, hips, abdominal, thighs, arms and forearms and both
legs.
For the body fat percentage (%F), fat mass (FM) and muscle mass (MM) measurement we used Jackson
and Pollock 7-site skinfold protocol (Tricep + Subscapular + Suprailiac + Abdominal + Axilla + Chest + thigh)
[15], to do the calculations we used the Physical test 7.0 physical evaluation program.
Wingate power test
Wingate Power test consisted of 30 seconds of maximum relative intensity. It was carried out in a
special bicycle with 4% of the subject total weight as load. We used the test results of max power (Wmax),
average power (Wavg), min power (Wmin) and fatigue index (%F) [16,17].
Isocinetic evaluation
Isocinetic evaluation was carried out so we could measure muscular power production in a sophisticated
equipment that allows us to understand how the different muscle fibers work in different situations as we tested 3
velocities.
Subjects were placed in the dynamometer’s chair in a position where they were at 90o of hip flexion,
they were stabilized with contention belts crossed over the trunk, hips and dominant leg thigh.
The dynamometer mechanical axle was aligned with the femur lateral condyle and the leg was attached
to the resistance arm of the equipment, with free joint movement.
The isokinetic equipment (Biodex Medical System 3, Manual Applications / Operations, 2013) was set
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repetitions on high speed (300o/s), with a 2 minutes interval between the sets [18, 19]. Subjects were verbally
stimulated as well as they saw the visual stimuli at the monitor throughout the entire protocol.
Total number of repetition
Subjects were instructed to do the maximum number of repetition possible, in their own pace, in each
exercise, the load of the exercises would be either their own weight or a very light weight (as described below).
The total number of repetition was added and divided by the total time that subjects were active. This
time was calculated using this values: total training time 10 min. or 600 seconds, total active time 400 seconds,
rest or inactive time 200 seconds. This calculation returned a repetition per second value (rep/sec) showed in the
results section.
RPE measured by the modified BORG scale
The modified BORG [20] scale is an adaptation from the original BORG scale, it goes from 0-10, being
0 the lower effort level and 10 the highest effort level, being easier to the subject to refer to a value. RPE was
collected from all exercises in every one of the four rounds. We calculated the average of each round from the
first session (I) and from the last session (F).
Blood lactate concentration
Pre training and Post training of one session of exercise, we measured blood lactate concentration, from
a drop of blood in an Accutrend lactate equipment (Roche). That measurement was done both in the I and F
moments of the training protocol.
Training protocol
Training had a total duration of 7 weeks divided in 3 periods:
1 o – Adaptation and identification period,
2o - Physical evaluation period: We did the Isokinetic and Wingate tests, within one or two weeks after the
identification period, in order to avoid that the subjects would start the tests with no previous knowledge of the
activity.
3o - Actual training period. The training protocol, described below, was according to the Tabata method [21].
1 o Adaptation and identification period
This period was 1 week long and the subjects did 2 training sessions. Subjects were instructed about the
type of exercises that would compose the circuit protocol and how to perform them.
They were also instructed on how to use the Borg modified scale (0-10), with the purpose of identifying
the Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE) [20].
3o Actual training period
Training protocol was done twice a week for 4 weeks in a circuit training model, with a total of 8
sessions.
Subjects would do a 5 minute walk warm up and would do the first circuit (C1) in a day and the second
circuit (C2) in another day.
Circuits were organized as 5 stations/exercises with a total of 4 rounds through them. In each station,
there was 20 seconds of individualized maximum speed execution of the movement with a 10 seconds interval
that was used to move to the other exercise station. At the end of each station, subjects were required to grade the
RPE according to the modified Borg scale as well as the number of repetitions done within the 20 seconds in that
station (recorded by a member of the research team in a specific sheet). This process was the same to C1 or C2,
with different exercises. Total training session time was 10 minutes.
Training circuit exercises
C1 was composed of:
1 – Abdominal 45o, 2 – Push ups (knee push ups were allowed), 3 – Free squats (no weight); 4 – Biceps
curls (3 kg dumbbell) and 5 – 20 meters run.
C2 was composed of:
1 – Climbing up and down 2 stair cases, 2 – Bent rows (3 kg dumbbell), 3 – Free lunges (no weight); 4
– French triceps curls (3 kg dumbbell) and 5 – Lower abdominal exercises.
Exercises were chosen based on ADLs and IADLs, functionality and agility.
Statistical analysis
After the confirmation of normality with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we carried out a ANOVA one
way for between groups and repeated measures for within groups comparison. When needed we used repeated
measures T test for within group and independent T test for between groups further analysis. We used the SPSS
program, version 20.0. Significance was set to p<0.05.
Results
22 subjects participated in the study, being divided in 2 groups, YG (n=11) and MAG (n=11). There
was no difference between both groups for the parameters presented below. (table 1)
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Age
YG
(n=11)
MAG
(n=11)

Physical Activity
Yes
No

Smoke
Yes

30.09±1.81

54.50%

45.45%

45.55±9.80

63.64%

36.36%

9.09%
9.09%

Alcohol
No

Food consump.
Yes
No

Yes

No

90.91%

27.27%

72.73%

45.50%

55.00%

90.91%

36.40%

63.60%

55.00%

45.50%

A significant decrease in fat mass and a significant increase in muscle mass for both groups, were
observed, in the F moment compared to I moment. However, only the MAG group showed a significant decrease
in body fat %, in the F moment, compared to I moment. Even with this isolated result, there was no difference
between the groups (table 2). Total work produced was calculated by the number of repetitions divided by the
time of execution (20 seconds) generating the result in repetitions per second (reps/sec). We observed that both
groups increased the number of total repetitions in the end of the protocol, data was compared between the initial
and final moments (table 2).
Borg adapted scale was used throughout the training protocol and lactate
concentration was measured PRE and POST of I and F moments, both to assess the training intensity. Borg
adapted scale showed lower values for the first rounds becoming statistically higher during the execution of the
circuit. There was no difference for the values for the initial rounds and final rounds when we compare the Initial
and the final moments (table 2).Lactate values were always statistically higher for the POST moments of the
training sessions compared to the PRE values. There was no difference between initial or final values during the
training period or when the different groups were compared (table 2).
Table 2. Fat percentage (%F), Number of repetitions, RPE and blood Lactate concentration (mmol/L),
results are mean ± standard deviation.
MAG

YG

Body Fat (%)
Number of
Repetitions
(reps/sec)
RPE
(Borg scale)a
Blood lactate
(mmol/L)

Initial

Final

Initial

Final

25.70±6.29

23.68±5.93*

25.73±7.67

23.4±7.08*

p value
(YG;MAG)
0.001; 0.00015

0.68±0.16(C1)
0.87±0.16(C2)

0.78±0.11(C1)*
1.03±0.13(C2)*

0.72±0.21(C1)
0.95±0.17(C2)

0.87±0.17(C1)*
1.12±0.23(C2)*

0.002;0.004
0.003;0.002

7.82±1.82

7.92±1.22

6,36±1.35

7.20±1.92

1.98±0.53(pre)
10.53±1.15(post)#

1.73±0.56(pre)
11.71±2.86(post)#

2.07±0.9(pre)
12.79±2.09(post)#

1.71±0.45(pre)
13.12±3.46(post)#

3.25(e-7)
6.74(e-9)
0.001
5.57(e-7)

*p<0.05 compared to Initial. #p<0.05 compared to pre. a rate of perceived exertion registered
immediately in the end of the exercise session. 3.25e-7=0.000000325; 6.74e-9= 0.00000000674; 5.57e-7=
0.000000557.
Wingate evaluation generated the following itens, Max Power (Max W), average Power (Avg W),
minimum power (Min W) and fatigue percentage. We observed that YG showed a linear decrease for Max W,
Avg W and Min W, when we compare I and F moments. Meanwhile, MAG presented a steeper decrease from
Max W to Avg W (not statistically significant) when compared to YG. However, this group presented a
significant interesting increase from Avg W to Min W only in the final moment (Figure 1).
Figure 1 – Wingate test anaerobic power from I and F moments from both groups.

*

* p<0.05 when compared to AVG W.
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Figure 2 – Wingate test fatigue index (%) from I and F moments from both groups.

In the muscle power variable, evaluated by the isokinetic test, YG showed higher values for the 180 o
speed, in the knee extension and flexion movement, when we compare initial and final moments. All other
values for power, for this group, showed no differences (figure 3).
MAG showed statistically higher values for muscle power in all speeds (60o, 180 o and 300o) for the
knee extension movement, and only for the 180 o speed in the flexion movement, when we compare initial and
final moments (figure 4).
Figure 3 – Power values for all speeds in the extension and flexion movements for the Young group.

*

* p<0.05 when compared to I for both ext and flex.
Figure 4 - Power values for all speeds in the extension and flexion movements for the MAG group.

* p<0.05 compared to I values for both ext and flex.
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The main findings of this study were the increased physical capacity and the decrease in body of fat of
the subjects trained for 4 weeks only. We believe that this result is due to the type of training used in our
experimental protocol. Although these results were possible for the YG the MAG showed surprising results, such
as the significant reduction in body fat, reminding that both groups had active and sedentary participants
distributed equally.
There are studies with 8 weeks of training length, as described in a meta analysis [22], but none of them
used Tabata’s method [21] (in our study we used 4 rounds with 5 exercises, with a total of 10 minutes per
session, 2 x a week) in the end, our protocol resulted in 20 minutes of exercise per week or a total of 80 minutes
in 4 weeks, which is much less than any other protocol described in the literature.
One study published showed no differences in a 4 week study when a young group was compared to an
older group (40-50 years), using interval training [11]. The study showed improvements for both groups in
aerobic and anaerobic parameters.
Several studies in the literature show how muscle is affected by the aging process and all the
consequences of it for middle age and older age subjects [10, 23, 24, 7]. The same can be found on the type of
exercise that can be used to mitigate these losses [11, 25, 3]. However, especially for the older subjects, just a
few studies can be found using power exercise [26, 24, 23]. That is comprehensible because of the risk involved
in this kind of strategy, even when we consider using these exercises with middle age subjects. However, we
considered that with the proper safety measures (i.e. relative maximum intensity, lighter load when added speed
and supervised exercise for instance) it becomes a unique strategy that can promote some adaptation that other
strategies would either fail to promote or need more time to do it.
Our training monitoring parameters such as perceived exertion through the Borg scale, blood lactate
concentration and the total amount of work, measured by the total number of repetition done in each session of
10 minutes of exercise were all correspondent to the high intensity planned. The total number of repetition
indicates that the MAG was able to increase the amount of work produced during the training protocol, we didn’t
analyze the technique or the speed of the movement but we oriented them to perform complete movements and
there was always somebody from our staff to take note of the amount performed and to prevent them from
counting it wrong.
Other studies evaluated high intensity training in the elderly, and they found corresponding levels of
perceived exertion (PE) to the ones we found in our study. PE levels on two different strategies of high intensity
exercise (hypertrophy training and high speed circuit training) vary from 5 to 7 (on an adapted Borg Scale from 0
to 10) [23]. Another study where the elderly did high intensity (70% of 1 RM) training for lower limbs power
gain for 16 weeks maintained a level of PE between somewhat hard and hard (13 to 14) [27].
Subjects were asked to do the exercises as fast as they could, pushing up to their individual limits, and
as that is self adjustable, they could keep the high intensity and we could record that throughout the entire
exercise protocol.
The Wingate tests showed us some interesting results, with no differences for the YG, the MAG showed
a typical graph for the initial test with the produced power falling during the 30 seconds sprint, but the last MAG
group test showed a significant increase in the minimum power generated when compared to the initial test. With
no different stimulation (other than verbal stimuli identical to the first test), or any important differences subjects
weight or muscle mass, we believe that our result suggests an improvement in the capacity of muscle voluntary
activation. As we understand that one of the first changes promoted by exercise training is the neural adaptation
that can be seen as the capacity of muscle voluntary activation. This voluntary neuromuscular activation is an
important feature that declines with aging and precedes the loss of functionality [28]. On the other hand 16
weeks of low resistance but high speed power training promoted significant increases in neuromuscular
activation [27], as our protocol was short but with a high intensity power demand, we believe it elicited such
response. There were improvements both in 60 and 180o/sec for extension and flexion for both groups. Although
that was expected for the YG, due to the intensity of the exercises, the MAG probably had more functional
benefits from that result. Since we used a short term strategy, we believe that this increase was, at least in part, a
consequence of the muscle voluntary activation [29]. Dynapenia is a term that defines the age related loss of
muscle power [30]. That term comprises several elements that contribute to the muscle power generation.
Clearly the type of fiber used and the activation of these fibers are important elements.
The different contribution of the fiber type in the isokinetic test is described in a classic book that shows
that slow velocities have the participation of slow and fast twitch muscle fibers and fast velocities have the fast
twitch fibers only when it comes to torque production [31].
With that concept, it is believed that the relative decrease in peak torque (PT) and/or increase in mean
power (MP) from slow to fast speeds in the isokinetic test could be used as indicators of dynapenia, reflecting
the age-related changes in type II muscle fiber number, size, or function [6].
We observed an additional increase in the MAG in the 300o/sec velocity, only for the extension
movement and that result is consistent with the increase in miminum power produced by this group. Since
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state that the MAG, in the end of the protocol, was able to produce more muscle power than in the beginning.
The main composition of the training strategy was muscle power. As already said, that is one of the first
features which decline with age. When you consider that, with age spontaneous activities that involves power
tends to decrease significantly, even few short term sessions that stimulate that capacity, as our results pointed
out, produce good results.
Conclusion
We can conclude that short term intense power exercises, might be done safely and result in physical
fitness improvements even with few and short sessions.
Far from being the only or best exercise technique to improve fitness in the Middle age, we also believe
that, due to its features, this kind of exercise might improve adherence and therefore be of some importance
especially to those who use time or motivation as excuses not to exercise.
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